
The Shape of WanderingChapter 2: 

constructionconversation is 

time is the scaffolding

ideas are the bricks
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sometimes we build small houses

other times, skyscrapers
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but it’s often less simple

there’s rarely a straight, 
predetermined path

topics split and converge

wander we 

and leave our selves behind

Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle, Conversations on the Plurality of Worlds (22)

so should our chat interfaces look like 
skyscrapers, or something less linear?

i don’t think the existing idiom of “threads” 
completely captures what i’m describing

especially when conversations go for longer

 the focus shifts

jut outremarks  of 
their context

and return again

my friend calls this, 
“popping off the stack”

as if there was an invisible 
data structure of foci

(23)

Crawford & Dombkowski’s “nonlinear conversational 
medium” models my intuitions quite well

locally-linear
and i’d like to see what a more vertical,


 layout would look like

with less of a departure from the legible form 
factors we’ve adopted on our mobile devices

© Crawford & Dombkowski, 2017 (26)

a reddit thread flips the 
dimensions entirely

offshoots
continuations

treating consecutive replies 
as  rather than 

(25)

a slack thread continues the 
conversation in one-dimension

it doesn’t afford veering off to 
infinite stack-pushes

© Slack, 2017 (24)

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

locally-linearoutlines are 

adjacent bullets are adjacent remarks

goes deeper
and nesting occurs naturally

when an idea 

bullet journals, roam, and workflowy treat outlines 

as the fundamental primitive for writing

recursiveoutlines are 

linkages relationsas by and 

fanning into substructures

defined as much by content

just as our thoughts

propagate through branches

Graphic inspired by Amy X. Zhang’s “Wikum” system (2017)

we can combine several qualities of outlines

nicely with our working draft of an outline-chat:

This has several benefits

once everything’s a bullet

we can split ideas apart as they grow

bullets can relate to each other
1

(by relate, I mean linking bidirectionally)

and when things get messy

any bullet can be reordered

collapsed

with no consequence to the surrounding content

or simply removed

the only problem?

this is a strange but important distinction

Bullets are made of text, 
not messages.

It’s important to remember that conversation

is still a game of turn-taking.

so?

each conversation has a cast of characters

to keep track of.

we should know who wrote what if we

want to give each individual a voice.

that’s just edit history! these tools solved

that years ago.

and eventually erased entirely*
The provenance of a message gets smudged

But edits to textual outlines aren’t atomic

It’s hard to keep track of                                in these

live documents.

meaningful changes

* For more work in this space,

see Iian Neill’s Codex Editor

One of my contentions with our conversational

media is the immutability of messages

and it’s true that text editing affords changes

to conversations after they’ve been said.

but it’s also true that we shouldn’t

forget how we got to that state.

behind every product is a process.

Discretizing each change helps us track that.

More on this later!

division of attention1. 

this is natural! everyone has different interests at times

sometimes in a conversation,

we’re on the same page

divergeother times, we .

me
youwhat’s salient to  might not


be salient to 

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world

What kinds of affordances?

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

outlines give us the freedom to

add bullets wherever we want

parallelizingeffectively  our conversations (when need be)
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!
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that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

and when we want to catch up

on each other’s thoughts

atomicity thanks to the of discrete

messages, we know exactly what’s new.

recursive summarization2. 

amy x. zhang notes that it can be hard

to catch up on a deeply-nested conversation

© Zhang et al, 2017

(27)collapsibility

her system, wikum, takes advantage of

the  of outlines to make

deep threads shallower for later consumption

by making higher-level bullets

more concise, it’s easier

to find what’s hidden inside

later on

rearrangenot to mention, we can  messages at will

to improve clarity for future readers.

especially ones with tens

of thousands of participants

I’m not thinking of a radically new design for chat

I prefer an incremental, familiar form

(more later)
but with the affordances we need to break free

of the linearized world 

(outlines!)What kinds of affordances? 

well, remember when I talked about jutting out?

isn’t that just reply threading?

These are replies, and this is threading, but

the metaphor I prefer to use here is outlining

that’s not what I was expecting!

I’ll talk more about this later.

splitting3. 

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

bullets
hold on, let’s try that again

with the power of 

expandselect... and... !

structure
liveliness

and suddenly, the  of outlining merges

with the  of conversation

glueforming a kind of building material. a .

Sometimes when you write something it

turns out really long and all of a sudden you

have a whole paragraph and your friend has

to piece apart each point you make. Not only

is this time consuming to write and respond to,

but it’s painful to format and hard to read.

Sometimes when you write something

it turns out really long

and all of a sudden you have a whole

paragraph

and your friend has to piece apart

each point you make

It’s

time consuming to write and respond to

painful to format

hard to read

not anymore!

yeah, you need to write more clearly

I’m a fan of this shape of wandering.

Because for me, chats often turn into notebooks.

The ideas I value most are the ones I want to share

like this one, from David Perell:

Most people are bad writers, but excellent text messagers.



Their writing is bad because they try to sound smart

once they open Microsoft Word.



But when they text, they write with clarity and enthusiasm.



If you’re stuck, write like you’re sending an important

text message.

March 19, 2020 (28)

©  Roam Research,

Workflowy


